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Abstract
The bone marrow is the largest reserve of stem cells into the body, consisting of stromal cells/mesenchymal niches and hematopoietic
system. These cells can differentiate as different lineages as osteogenic, chondrogenic and adipogenic. The bone marrow stem
cells population has widely used and an attractive target for potential therapeutic treatment for preclinical trials, due its high plasticity
of differentiation. Thus, with this review we aimed to show an overview of stem cells and mainly bone marrow cells with basic
concepts, as well as their potential new venues for treatment in regenerative veterinary medicine.
Keywords: bone marrow, stem cell, plasticity and application.

Resumo
A medula óssea é a maior reserva de células-tronco do corpo, cujo consistem em células mesenquimais e hematopoiéticas. Estas
células têm a capacidade de diferenciar-se em varias linhagens, como osteogênicas, condrogênicas e adipogênicas. A população
de células-tronco derivadas da medula óssea tem sido um alvo atraente para tratamentos terapêuticos e ensaios pré-clínicos,
devido sua elevada plasticidade e capacidade de diferenciação. Assim, esta revisão objetiva mostrar uma visão geral das célulastronco e principalmente conceitos básicos sobre as células da medula óssea, bem como os seus potenciais e novos espaços para
o tratamento regenerativo na medicina veterinária.
Palavras-chave: medula óssea, células-tronco, plasticidade e aplicação.

Introduction
In recent decades the knowledge about stem cells has
evolved significantly, particularly on its expandability capacity,
differentiation and self-regeneration. These properties make the
stem cells unique as a potential tool in the treatment of diseases
that can not be treated in the traditional way (Pranke, 2004).
The blood progenitor cells were the first stem cells to be
characterized with success, these cells were characterized as
“fibroblastics stem cells” able to form colonies with high capacity
for replication. From the 60’s it was obtained the information
that adult organisms have the self-regeneration ability in some
tissues such as skin, intestinal epithelium and mainly blood
cells that are constantly renewed and destroyed (Friedenstein
et al., 1974 ). The bone marrow cells are very studied for
application in regenerative veterinary medicine because of
their diversity, cellular plasticity and low tumorigenesis. Recent
studies demonstrate that bone marrow cells not only reconstitute
blood cells, but also contribute in muscle, brain, liver, heart and
vascular endothelium formation. The isolation, quantification and
expansion of these cells allow that cell therapy can be used to
try success in treatments like pathologies that affect humans
and animals (Barker et al. 2003).

Thus, through this review we propose to elucidate and describe
adult bone marrow stem cells, limiting the study in mesenchymal
and hematopoietic lineages showing their applicability in
veterinary medicine.

Stem cells
In general, stem cells are defined as cells that have the ability to
differentiation and self-renew by indefinite periods during the life
of an individual and when this cells are in appropriate conditions
and in a microenvironment with correct signs, it can differentiate
into several lineages with characteristics and specialized
functions such as myocytes, neurons and hepatocytes (Kerkis
et al, 2001;. Verfaillie et al, 2002;. McBeath et al, 2004;. Pardo,
2005; Semb, 2005, Wang et al, 2005;. Arce et al. 2007; Brevini
et al, 2007;. Kuijk et al, 2010).
Stem cells can be classified according its plasticity, being
necessary to know which embryonic tissue these different cells
are originated. Therefore we can classify them into: totipotent,
pluripotent, multipotent and unipotent cells. The totipotent term
refers to the potential to generate a fully functional organism,
or correspond to a complete embryo that is able to originate
embryonic cells and extra-embryonic tissues. Pluripotent stem
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cells have the ability to originate progenitors cells
forming any embryonic germ layers: mesoderm,
endoderm and ectoderm. Because of these cells
lineage, its type is very used in research for
therapeutic purposes, medical and commercial
applications (Martin, 1981; Evans et al, 2003; Wang
et al, 2005; Arce et al, 2007; Brevini et al, 2007;.
Yu et al, 2008;. Kuijk et al, 2010). The multipotent
stem cells are present in adults, which have limited
potential because of their origin that can give only
one of the three germ layers to the precursors
listed: for example, stem cells that give rise to
tissues derived exclusively as pancreatic endoderm
cells or lung tissue (Brown, 2005; Wang et al,
2005;. Arce et al, 2007). Finally the category that
corresponds the unipotent stem cells, represent
the cells that just can generate daughter cells that
differentiate along a single cell line, or only produce
one mature cell type (Kuijk et al., 2010).
Figure 1: Schematic drawing showing the ability of differentiation and self-renewal of stem
The origin of the stem cells extraction can be cells. It can be classified in two forms - first according to cell plasticity: totipotent, pluripotent,
obtained from two tissues: embryonic stem multipotent and unipotent. Second, according to source extraction: embryonic (Totipotent and
cells (ES cells or ESCs) and adult stem cells Pluripotent) and adult (Multipotent and Unipotent).
(ASCs). Thus, adult stem cells were the first
to be well characterized, from the 60s decade,
multipotent mixed cells (Carlson 2009). When the bone marrow
when studies demonstrated that adult organisms have the cells are cultured, it is possible observe different characteristic
ability to self-regeneration of some tissues such as the skin, as non-adherent and adherent cells. The non-adherent cells will
intestinal epithelium and mainly blood cells, where its cells are originate the hematopoietic cells (HSCs), a variety of progenitors
constantly destroyed and renewed, however, this can decrease blood cells and cells of the immune system comprising the
its capacity to differentiate (Friedenstein et al, 1974; Orlic et al, lymphoid system, erythroid and myeloid (Damme et al. 2002).
2001; Verfaillie et al, 2002; Wagers & Weissman, 2004; Arce The adherent cells are stromal cells that have the ability to
et al, 2007). Embryonic stem cells are classified as totipotent differentiate (in vitro) into cartilage, bone, and adipocytes cells
or pluripotent due their ability to differentiate into other cellular (Bianco et al. 2001).
tissues being possible obtain it since the earliest stages of
embryo formation, when the fertilized egg is a compact sphere Commonly the bone marrow cells and mesenchymal stem cells
or morula (Odorico et al., 2001; Smith, 2001; Verfaillie et al, (MSCs) are often described like the same kind of cells because
the similarity of both populations is in the endosteum surface
2002; Arce et al, 2007).
of trabecular bone and the periosteum. The endosteum and
According to the lineage, embryonic stem cells are derived from
MSCs invade the medullar cavity of the periosteum during fetal
the blastocyst and germ embryonic stem cells after blastocyst
development, when the cartilage of the endochondral bone is
implantation, being similar in many aspects. Both are able
destroyed and vascularized. Thus, the bone marrow MSCs
to replicate and divide in cultures showing no chromosomal
alterations, and express a number of markers characteristic of differentiate into osteoblasts, reticular cells, and adipocytes,
totipotent progenitors that facilitate their identification. The only being able to renew the maintenance of a population of MSCs
difference is that embryonic germ cells have their potential more (Stocum, 2001).
limited than embryonic stem cells, being in advanced stage
(Odorico et al, 2001;. Saito et al, 2002;. Verfaillie, 2002; Semb,
2005; Arce et al, 2007).
One of the advantages of using embryonic stem cells in
research, treatments and therapies is the ability to proliferate
indefinitely, being able to generate a great variety of cell groups
when stimulated by mechanisms that control the differentiation,
allowing a wide manipulation in vitro (Verfaillie et al, 2002;. Arce
et al, 2007). However, these cells are highly undifferentiated,
so it is possible that it induce the formation of certain tumors as
teratomas, besides several ethical implications correlated in its
use, that is a very important point to be considered (Pear et al,
2000;. Doss et al, 2004).

Another kind of adherent cells from bone marrow stromal cells
are multipotent adult progenitor cells (MAPCs) or mesodermal
progenitor cell (MPCs). These cells are obtained from the
mononuclear cells fraction of bone marrow by immuno-magnetic
depletion of hematopoietic cells (Reyes et al. 2001). MAPCs
have the high proliferative capacity and are able to differentiate
into distinct mesenchymal lineages, as well as in endothelial,
epithelial and in blood cells (Blau et al. 2001).
Thus, through of many purification methods, it is possible to
obtain distinct cell populations with different and multiple lines
that have greater plasticity and therapeutic potential.

Bone marrow

Bone marrow cells: Hematopoietic and
Mesenchymal

In adults, the bone marrow is the largest reserve of stem cells,
containing a heterogeneous mix of different cell types, as
well as fibroblast, reticular cells and an osteoprogenitor and

As previously mentioned above, the bone marrow cells have
numerous cell lines and among these lines we have the
mesenchymal and hematopoietic cells.
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Among the cellular variability found in bone marrow, the
hematopoietic cells are the better characterized. Hematopoietic
cells were first described by Friedenstein et al. (1976), which
characterized these cells as fibroblast stem cells capable to
form colonies. These cells have fibroblastoid morphology with
high replication capacity and after appropriate stimulus can
differentiate into all cell types (Largeault, 2004).
Hematopoietic cells reside in the bone marrow of adult mammals
(typically from 0.01% to 0.05%), and may also circulate in the
peripheral blood, where its concentration is even lower (~ 0,001
%) (Abdelhay et al. 2009).
Thus, the prior characterization has shown that hematopoietic
cells are capable of regenerating tissues and may be a promising
source for cell therapy. The first regenerative veterinary medicine
studies were performed by Till & Mcculloch in 1961, and showed
the reconstitution of the hematopoietic system of lethally
irradiated mice.
Hematopoietic bone marrow cells can be isolated from semisolid
systems cultures with methylcellulose that contain many growth
factors that determine different types of hematopoietic progenitors
cells through the colony formation (Dexter et al. 1977).
The first animal bone marrow research, done in dogs, showed the
presence of hematopoietic stem cells, which both have the same
morphological and immunophenotypic features (Bruno et al,
1999; Bruno et al, 2001). This discovery allowed an amplification
in canine therapy, being an important specie model for providing
pre–clinical information to humans because of its high homology
physiological (Nakage & Santana , 2006).
The mesenchymal stem cells were described by Friendenstein
(1970) as fibroblast precursors of bone marrow. After this,
Caplan (1991) and Colter (2000) purified and characterized the
bone marrow cells, resulting in mesenchymal lineages of cells.
This kind of cell is considered multipotent, because it has the
capacity to propagate and differentiate into multiple lineages
of osteocytes, chondrocytes, adipocytes and neurogenic
(Romanov, 2003; Bydlowski et al, 2009).
The mesenchymal stem cells have high plasticity and ability to
originate mesodermal and not mesodermal tissues, has also
immunoregulation and immunosuppressive characteristics
that expand the possibilities for therapeutic use. MSCs also
secrete a variety of pro and anti-inflammatory besides the
growth factors, through these bioactive molecules, provide
inflammatory response modulation, restoration of vascular supply
and adequate tissue repair, contributing to tissue homeostasis
and immunological under physiological conditions. These cells
can induce others cells (present in the tissue) to secrete others
soluble factors that stimulate the differentiation of undifferentiated
cells, favoring the repair process (Miller et al, 2010; Bydlowski
et al, 2009).
The mesenchymal bone marrow cells are located in the stromal
fraction, these stromal cells provide support for the cells growth
and differentiation. Constitute a very small population in fresh
adult bone marrow, being only about 0.01 % to 0.0001 % of
nucleated cells (Bydlowskil et al., 2009).
The bone marrow cells are adherent to plastic and have
heterogeneous characteristics, similar to fibroblast morphology.
These cells are able to express undifferentiated markers such
as OCT4, NANOG and SSAE, although their differentiation
capacity have more limitation, have the capacity of propagating

in culture and are not immunogenic, so can be used in allogeneic
transplants ( Bydlowskil et al ., 2009).

Applications and clinical implications of bone
marrow cells in veterinary medicine
The use of stem cells (clinically and experimentally) is very
common in veterinary medicine, in therapeutic applications,
mainly in horses and dogs in musculoskeletal disorders treatment.
It is also used in new assisted reproductive technologies for
spermatogonial stem cells application to preserve endangered
animals species, it can also generate transgenic animals for
pharmaceutical and biomedical models production (Fortier &
Travis, 2011).
Bjornson et al. (1999) demonstrated that bone marrow
transplantation, marked genetically in immunodeficient mice,
showed that steam cells derived from bone marrow migrate to
induced muscle degeneration areas, submitted in myogenic
differentiation and participating in damaged fibers regeneration.
Genetically modified and derived from bone marrow, the
myogenic progenitors could potentially be used to target
therapeutic genes in the muscle tissue, providing an alternative
strategy for the muscular dystrophies treatment.
Aiming to isolate, identify and analyze dogs MSCs capacity of
differentiation, Tharasanit et al. (2011), removed bone marrow
aspirates from four dogs and cultured MSCs to examine two cell
lines for CD34, CD44 and CD90 expression by flow cytometry.
In vitro, MSCs differentiation from mesodermal lineages (bone,
cartilage and adipose tissues) and ectodermal (neurons) was
made by
 osteogenic, chondrogenic, adipogenic and neurogenic
media techniques respectively. Based on histological and
genomic expressions, these cells demonstrated the ability
to differentiate into bone, cartilage and adipose tissue. The
conclusion was that MSCs can be isolated from dog’s bone
marrow and have the differentiation ability in vitro in specific
mesodermal lineages.
Feitosa et al. (2010) examined the sheep bone marrow
mesenchymal stem cells effects and human dental pulp in
sheep with induced osteonecrosis in the femoral head, after
the transplant the mesenchymal cells injected into the femoral
head, it was concluded that these cells were viable in the
transplantation of a new place, have proliferated in a short time
and apparently favors bone region of injured tissues.
Kim et al. (2013) evaluated if the mesenchymal bone marrow
cells allogeneic transplant could accelerate the cure of skin
wounds and relieve inflammation, it was used Beagle dogs with
skin wounds, and applied mesenchymal cells. They observed that
the treated wounds with mesenchymal cells showed a faster lock,
increase of collagen, increased cell proliferation and a reduction
in post-inflammatory cytokines.
Olsson (2009) did a
 tendon lesion treatment using hydrolyzed
collagen implant and as lyophilized with MEC, embedded or not
with bone marrow mononuclear cells marked with nano crystal
in Achilles common tendon of dogs experimental surgical lesion.
Their results showed that mononuclear bone marrow cells did not
influence the quality of the tendon tissue regenerative process in
the period up to 30 days post-surgical evaluation, and proposed
new studies about the effect of the application of mononuclear
cells for a longer time reviewed with the same extracellular
matrix presented.
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Barros et al. (2001) studied the bone marrow percutaneous
autografting in bone repair of segmental defects produced on
Radio in New Zealand rabbits procedure, the percutaneous
grafting was taken five days after the induced faults, whereas in
group I, each animal received 1.0 ml of whole bone marrow in
a radius (treatment), immediately after the iliac crest suction. In
group II, after centrifugation and aspiration of bone marrow (2.0
ml), 1.0 ml of the sediment was injected in one radius (treatment).
Radiographic evaluation conducted every seven days for five
weeks showed that bone marrow percutaneous grafting resulted
in early radiopacity in the bone defect region in both groups
compared with the control, but this bone repair process in rabbits
is still an early phenomenon and its benefits needs to be analyzed
with greater intensity in the first and second week of grafting.
Chang (2013) evaluated mice bone marrow cells and found
that these cells contribute to revascularization and improved in
several ischemic tissues and these cells migrate to damaged
sites in the eye. He also reports that these cells hold promise
for the treatment of retinal diseases.
Pinto (2009) examined the cerebral malaria treatment effect with
bone marrow cells in mice infected with Plasmodium berghei.
The experiment consisted in administering small fraction of
femur and tibia bone marrow infused, after its purification in the
ophthalmic plexus of mice. The results showed that bone marrow
cells injection had no effect on animals parasitemia, but was
capable to extend their survival.
Alves-de-Morais et al. (2013) investigated if bone marrow
cells therapy would be able to modify the behavioral effects
of electrolytic lesion of the dorsal hippocampus in mice, and
if these cells also have an effect in nervous tissue damage
correction. The behavioral results showed that transplantation
of mononuclear bone marrow cells in animals with hippocampus
damage, caused changes in exploratory pattern, causing a
disinhibition, but there was no regeneration of injured tissues.
In cardiology Branco et al. (2009) evaluated the intrapericardial
infusion technique of bone marrow mononuclear cells in pigs
induced with myocardial infarction, the results showed that
infarcted animals showed different cellular distribution in cardiac
tissue. The cell concentration was greater acute myocardial
infarction places, suggesting that these cells can interact increasing
cellular migration and survival of the injured myocardium cells.
Alexander et al. (2009) evaluated the negative cell lines impact
obtained from mice bone marrow in a model of subtotal renal
ablation. The results were that the infusion of these cells
attenuated all markers of renal injury in a model of early disease.
Zhou et al. (2013) evaluated β-TCP (tricalcium phosphate)
combined with stromal cells from autologous bone marrow to
use in canine orbital wall repair. Defects measuring 10 mm in
diameter were created in the medial orbital walls in 12 dogs, the
results showed that the β-TCP with bone marrow stromal cells
combination have been successfully to restore bone functionality,
which can perform the orbital wall repair and bone regeneration.
Kaufmann (2008) studied the mice adult bone marrow stem cells
influence, in erectile function in animals with cavernous nerve
lesion, the results proved that seeded cells application in silicone
tube promote the cavernous nerve regeneration and promote the
reestablishment of erectile function.
Ribeiro (2009) studied the bone repair in dehiscence defects
around treated implants using autogenous bone marrow cells,
isolated or in combination with the bone regeneration technique
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guided in dogs. Bone marrow was obtained from the iliac crest of
eight adult male beagle dogs. Derived bone marrow cells (MCs)
were isolated, cultured in vitro and phenotypically characterized
with respect to their osteogenic properties. The results point
(within the limits of this study), that bone marrow cells used
isolated promoted good results in relation to bone formation
within the implant threads, but its associated with guided bone
regeneration (GBR) did not promoted additional benefits on bone
formation in peri-implant dehiscence defects.
In a study to improve haploidentical stem cell transplantation
protocols, Zorn et al. (2011) using canine models, transfused
peripheral blood CD6 stem cells with depletion 6 days post not
modified bone marrow transplantation in an attempt to acquire
immunological tolerance. The experiment showed a significant
improvement in graft and chimerism, despite improvements in
clinical applications are still being discussed.
Nakamuta (2008) evaluated the cardiac retention efficacy
of transplanted bone marrow cells according the time after
infarction, the results showed that the animals that bone marrow
cells was established by intramyocardium 24h after ischemia
in cardiac perfusion with or without fibrin had a significant
improvement in cardiac performance.
Zhang W at al. (2013) compared the osteogenic potential of
stem cells from adipose tissue and bone marrow stem cells to
evaluate which one would be more efficient in the maxillary sinus
floor raising of dogs, and evaluate which would help in faster
bone formation. The results of fluorescence labeling for canine
sinus showed that bone marrow stem cells had more efficiency
in bone regeneration and faster process. Concluding a greatest
utility of bone marrow stem cells compared with adipose tissue
stem cells in the maxillary sinus increase with implant placement.
Table 1: Researches of Bone marrow cells applications in
veterinary medicine
Author

Year

Specie

Result

Bjornson, et al

1999

Mice

Positive

Barros, et al

2001

Rabbits

In study

Kaufmann

2008

Mice

Positive

Nakamuta

2008

Rat

Positive

Olsson

2009

Dogs

Negative

Pinto

2009

Mice

Negative

Branco, et al

2009

Pigs

Positive

Alexander, et al

2009

Mice

Positive

Ribeiro

2009

Dogs

Negative

Feitosa, et al

2010

Sheep

Positive

Tharasanit, et al

2011

Dogs

Positive

Zorn, et al

2011

Dogs

In study

Kim, et al

2013

Dogs

Positive

Chang

2013

Mice

In study

Morais, et al

2013

Mice

Negative

Zhou, et al

2013

Dogs

Positive

Zhang, et al

2013

Dogs

Positive
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Concluding remarks
We can conclude through this literature review that bone marrow
is a promising source of stem cells used in the treatment of
numerous hematological diseases (cell therapy), but there are
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